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[1] Solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV; 10–120 nm) and soft X-ray (XUV; 0–10 nm) radiation
are major heat sources for the Mars thermosphere as well as the primary source of ionization
that creates the ionosphere. In investigations of Mars thermospheric chemistry and
dynamics, solar irradiance models are used to account for variations in this radiation.
Because of limited proxies, irradiance models do a poor job of tracking the significant
variations in irradiance intensity in the EUV and XUV ranges over solar rotation time scales
when the Mars-Sun-Earth angle is large. Recent results from Earth observations show that
variations in photoelectron energy spectra are useful monitors of EUV and XUV irradiance
variability. Here we investigate photoelectron energy spectra observed by the Mars Global
Surveyor (MGS) Electron Reflectometer (ER) and the FAST satellite during the interval in
2005 when Earth, Mars, and the Sun were aligned. The Earth photoelectron data in selected
bands correlate well with calculations based on 1 nm resolution observations above 27 nm
supplemented by broadband observations and a solar model in the 0–27 nm range. At Mars,
we find that instrumental and orbital limitations to the identifications of photoelectron
energy spectra in MGS/ER data preclude their use as a monitor of solar EUV and XUV
variability. However, observations with higher temporal and energy resolution obtained at
lower altitudes on Mars might allow the separation of the solar wind and ionospheric
components of electron energy spectra so that they could be used as reliable monitors of
variations in solar EUV and XUV irradiance than the time shifted, Earth-based, F10.7 index
currently used.
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1. Introduction

[2] The primary energy source driving the inner planetary
ionospheres and thermospheres of Venus, Earth, and Mars
is solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV; 10–121 nm) and soft
X-ray (XUV; 0–10 nm) radiation. Solar irradiance varies
with solar longitude on solar cycle, solar rotation, and solar
flare time scales. Uncertainties in EUV and XUV irradiance
illuminating Venus, Earth, and Mars limit the usefulness of
thermospheric codes in studies of their atmospheres [e.g.,
Gronoff et al., 2012]. To be useful in thermospheric and
ionospheric codes, solar irradiance observations and/or
models should have high spectral and temporal resolution

[see, for example, Richards et al., 2006; Peterson et al.,
2008; Qian et al., 2010, and Lollo et al., 2012] and either
use proxies taken within a narrow range of solar longitudes
facing the planet of interest or provide a correction due to
solar center to limb variations [Qian et al., 2010]. Almost
all solar irradiance observations are made at the Earth and
have both observational biases and spectral and temporal
limitations [e.g., Chamberlin et al., 2007, 2008; Peterson
et al., 2012]. Most solar irradiance data are available on
the Web site http://lasp.colorado.edu/lisird/. When used at
Mars, solar proxies driving these models are shifted in time
to account for the different range of solar longitudes illumi-
nating Mars [e.g., Fox and Yeager, 2006].
[3] Peterson et al. [2009, 2012] have demonstrated that

daily averaged photoelectron energy spectra obtained from
the FAST satellite [Carlson et al., 2001] at Earth have
observable spectral variations in response to variations in
solar EUV and XUV variations. They have compared
observed and modeled daily averaged photoelectron energy
spectra and have shown that the disagreement between
observed and modeled photoelectron energy power in five
selected energy bands is on the order of 30% over solar
rotation time scales. This was done using models of solar
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irradiance variations in the 0–50nm range derived from spec-
trally limited and temporally sparse Thermosphere, Ionosphere,
Mesosphere, Energetics, and Dynamics/Solar Extreme
Ultraviolet Experiment [Woods et al., 2005] observations.
[4] Because Earth-based observations are available and

directly relevant, the uncertainties in incident EUV and
XUV irradiance at Mars are comparable to those at Earth
during periods of alignment when the Mars-Sun-Earth angle
is small (i.e., less than ~30°). At other times there are few, if
any, solar irradiance observations at Mars. Significant addi-
tional uncertainty in the solar irradiance at Mars is intro-
duced because the standard Earth-derived proxies for solar
irradiance models have to be time shifted to account for
the rotation of a solar feature seen on Earth to be seen on
Mars. See, for example, Mitchell et al. [2001], Jain and
Bhardwaj [2011], and Gronoff et al. [2012]. During periods
of nonalignment the uncertainties in EUV and XUV irradi-
ance energy input to Mars are so large that it is reasonable
to consider the possibility of using variations in photoelec-
tron intensity on Mars to monitor variations in incident solar
EUV and XUV fluxes. The purpose of this paper is to inves-
tigate this possibility. This paper presents comparisons of
variations in electron energy spectra observations from the
Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) Electron Reflectometer
(ER) [Acuña et al., 1992, 2001; Mitchell et al., 2001;
Brain et al., 2007] with those observed in the photoelectron
electron energy spectra at Earth detected by FAST. Suitable
MGS/ER data are available from 1997 to 2006; suitable
FAST data are available from 1997 to 2009. The compari-
sons are made during the interval in 2005 when Earth,
Mars, and the Sun were aligned.
[5] The paper is organized as follows. We first describe

the relative positions of active regions on the Sun with respect
to Earth and Mars in late 2005. We then briefly review the
technique developed by Peterson and his colleagues to
relate variations in solar irradiance with variations in photo-
electron energy in selected energy bands and apply this to
data obtained from the FAST satellite at Earth during the
interval of interest. This is followed by a discussion of
how this technique has to be modified to accommodate
differences in the plasma environment around Mars and
features of electron observations made in this environment
by the MGS/ER. We discuss the limitations of the MGS/ER
Martian observations and conclude with a discussion on what
electron observations might be used to monitor variations in
solar EUV and XUV energy input to the Martian thermo-
sphere and ionosphere.

2. Observations

2.1. Sun

[6] In the fall of 2005 the Sun, Mars, and Earth were nearly
aligned, and there was recurring solar activity monitored by
the Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) on NASA’s
Solar and Heliophysics Observatory (SOHO). Figure 1
shows SOHO EIT Carrington maps from synoptic full-disk
data from the iron line at 17.1 nm for Carrington rotations
2034 (4 September to 1 October 2005) and 2035 (1–28
October 2005). Time runs from right to left in Carrington
rotation synoptic maps. See, for example, Ulrich and
Boyden [2006] for information on how these synoptic maps
are created. SOHO data were not available before 15
September. Two features in the solar data are indicated.
The first was seen nearest the center of the solar disk on
24 September and again on 20 October. The second was
seen nearest the center of the solar disk on 12 October.
[7] Figure 2 presents more information about the spectral,

spatial, and temporal evolution of the irradiance seen at
Earth and Mars for the period from 1 September to 16
October 2005. The green line in Figure 2a indicates the
Earth-Sun-Mars angle as a function of time. Figure 2a also
shows the angles of the two solar features identified in
Figure 1 as seen from Earth and Mars. Feature 1 is shown
in solid lines; feature 2 is shown with dotted lines. Red lines
indicate Mars; black lines indicate Earth. Figures 2b–2d pres-
ent the F10.7, MgII, and GOES X-ray proxies of solar activity
as measured on the Earth [see, for example, Chamberlin
et al., 2008]. The dotted vertical lines appear for 13 and 24
September and 12 October, the days features identified in
Figure 1 are closest to the center of the Sun’s disk observed
from Earth. Figure 2a shows that variations in solar irradi-
ance during this interval associated with activity at the
features seen near the center of the Sun’s disk were seen
simultaneously at both Earth and Mars. A detailed look at
the observations from which the Carrington displays shown
in Figure 1 were constructed shows that solar activity was
not limited to the two regions identified and that some of
the activity was near the solar limbs, which would not be
visible simultaneously on Earth and Mars.
[8] Figures 2b–2d illustrate the diverse variations in solar

irradiance proxies obtained at Earth used to drive various
solar irradiance models. Until the launch of NASA’s Solar
Dynamics Observatory spacecraft in 2010 [Woods et al.,
2010] variations in solar irradiance were sparsely sampled
as a function of time and wavelength. Chamberlin and his
colleagues have used proxies of solar irradiance variations
and solar irradiance observations to construct a model of
solar irradiance at high temporal (60 s) and spectral (1 nm)
resolution. This Flare Irradiance Spectral Model (FISM,
Chamberlin et al. [2007, 2008]) has been shown to agree
well with observed variations in photoelectron intensity seen
at solar flare, solar rotation, and solar cycle time scales
[Peterson et al., 2008, 2009, 2012]. In the next subsection
we compare and contrast photoelectron observations with
those calculated using the FISMmodel for the interval shown
in Figures 1 and 2.

2.2. Earth

[9] Peterson et al. [2008, 2009, 2012] have shown how to
assemble and compare observed and modeled photoelectron

Figure 1. Data from the SOHO 17.1 nm imager for two
Carrington rotations. Data are presented as a function of
the sine of solar latitude and Carrington longitude. Note
that in this format time goes from right to left. SOHO data
were not available before 15 September as indicated by the
lack of data in Carrington rotation 2034 from longitudes
360–160.
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energy distributions and relate them to variations in solar
irradiance over various time scales. The observations are all
from an electron spectrometer on the FAST spacecraft
[Carlson et al., 2001]. The data used were obtained at latitudes
below the auroral zone and at altitudes above 1500 km. Data
processing included correction for the spacecraft potential,
removal of the background signal, and creation of daily aver-
ages to improve the signal-to-noise ratio at the highest energies.
For comparison with observations, Peterson et al. [2012] used
two photoelectron production codes driven by five different
solar irradiance models to investigate uncertainties in solar
energy input to the thermosphere on solar rotation time scales.
[10] Figure 3 presents and compares observed and modeled

photoelectron spectra at Earth for the interval shown in
Figures 1 and 2 using the techniques and some of the models
described in Peterson et al. [2012]. Figure 3a shows the daily
average observed escaping flux of photoelectrons as a function
of energy from 10 eV to 1 keV encoded using the color bar on
the right. Vertical black lines are drawn the same dates
highlighted in Figures 1 and 2. Since most of the variation in
photoelectron flux intensity is seen above about 30 eV, it is
convenient to display photoelectron energy spectra as a
function of equivalent wavelength. Equivalent wavelength is
calculated from the Planck relation between energy and

frequency assuming a constant 15 eV ionization potential as
described by Peterson et al. [2008]. Figure 3b shows the
observed daily averaged photoelectron power density in the
same five equivalent wavelength bands used by Peterson
et al. [2008, 2009, 2012] as a function of time. The power den-
sity in units of W/m2 is encoded by the color bar on the right.
Figure 3c shows the relative difference between the observa-
tions shown in Figure 3b and the average as a function of
equivalent wavelength observed over the entire interval. The
relative difference is encoded using the color bar on the right.
Here relative difference = (observations� average)/average. If
the observations were constant, the relative difference would
be 0 and Figure 3c would be solid green. During two intervals,
before about 16 September and centered on 14 October, rela-
tively more intense photoelectrons were observed below
~10 nm (above about 100 eV) than on average. We note, and
discuss further below, that the variations seen in the GOES
X-ray fluxes in Figure 2d follow a similar pattern of intensity
variation with time.
[11] Figure 3d presents calculated daily average photoelec-

tron power density in the same five equivalent wavelength
bands. The daily average is calculated from model calcula-
tions made at the times and locations of the observations.
Here we use the FISM model solar irradiance spectrum
and the Field Line Interhemispheric Plasma model (FLIP)
[Richards, 2001, 2002, 2004, and references therein].
Figure 3e shows the relative difference between the obser-
vations and the photoelectron spectrum calculated using
the FLIP/FISM model pair. Here relative difference =
(observations� calculations)/observations. The difference is
encoded using the color bar on the right. If the observations
and calculations agreed at all times and equivalent wave-
lengths, Figure 3e would be solid green. On average the
agreement between the observed and calculated fluxes is
quite good especially above ~20 nm equivalent wavelength
where solar rotational variability is less [Peterson et al., 2012].
We note, and discuss further below, that not all of the varia-
tions are completely captured by the FLIP/FISM model pair;
nor do they follow variations in the solar F10.7 index shown
in Figure 3f.

2.3. Mars

[12] The limitations to FAST observations of photoelec-
tron spectra at Earth are detector sensitivity and noise intro-
duced by high-energy particles. The MGS/ER reflectometer
is more sensitive than the FAST electron spectrometer
[Acuña et al., 1992; Carlson et al., 2001]. The noise intro-
duced in electron measurements by high-energy particles is
significantly less at Mars. At Earth there are large regions
where photoelectrons are well isolated from solar wind, auro-
ral, and cusp electrons. TheMars magnetic field is not as strong
andwell organized as it is at Earth. In some regions of the sunlit
hemisphere, the crustal magnetic field is strong enough that the
MGS spacecraft (at ~400 km altitude) travels through closed
field lines anchored in the crust and ionospheric photoelectrons
dominate. In other regions, the crustal field is weak and the
spacecraft travels through draped solar wind magnetic field
lines, where both solar wind and ionospheric electrons can be
present, depending on the minimum altitude sampled by the
field line. The complex and time variable distribution of crustal
magnetic cusps represent a third possibility. Consequently, the
separation of solar wind and ionospheric photoelectrons at

Figure 2. Further details of solar activity as seen on Earth
and Mars. (a) Viewing angles: The green line shows the
Earth-Sun-Mars angle in degrees as a function of time. The
other lines indicate the angles of the two solar features iden-
tified in Figure 1 as seen from Earth and Mars. Red lines
indicate Mars; black lines indicate Earth. Feature 1 is shown
in solid lines; feature 2 is shown with dotted lines. The dotted
vertical lines appear for 13 and 24 September and 12 October,
the days the features identified in Figure 1 are closest to the
center of the Sun’s disk observed from Earth. Note that the
time interval shown in Figure 2 is shorter than that shown
in Figure 1. (b) Solar F10.7 index values in solar flux units
(10�22Wm�2 Hz�1). (c) The nondimensional solar magne-
sium II index (core-to-wing ratio at 280 nm) values. (d)
GOES long values: Intensity of the 0.7 nm X-ray intensity
observed by one of NOAA’s GOES satellites. The logarithmic
scale covers the range from 10�8 to 10�2W/m2.
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Mars is not as complete and depends on time and location. At
Mars the presence of one or more features in the electron spec-
tra is used to identify photoelectron spectra. These features are
associated with HeII 30.4 nm emissions [Frahm et al., 2007],
Auger electrons [Mitchell et al., 2000], and the sharp decrease
in solar irradiance below ~16 nm [e.g., Peterson et al., 2012].
The identification of photoelectrons on Mars is now routinely
used to identify boundaries between the Martian ionosphere
and the shocked solar wind. See, for example, Mitchell et al.
[2000, 2001], Liemohn et al. [2003], Frahm et al. [2006,
2007], Brain et al. [2007], and Dubinin et al. [2006, 2008].
[13] To provide a reliable monitor of variations in solar

EUV and XUV irradiance, Martian electron spectra used

must have a minimal solar wind electron component. Here
we use details of the observed energy and angular distribu-
tions to attempt to identify electron distributions with mini-
mal solar wind electron content. It is well known that for an
energy-dependent range of angles around 90° pitch angle
the signal to any electron detector is contaminated by block-
age by and/or photoemissions from spacecraft surfaces [e.g.,
Peterson et al., 2009]. Liemohn et al. [2003] have developed
a pitch angle dependent photoelectron production and trans-
port code. Their analysis shows that the best model data
comparisons are possible for field-aligned electrons. For this
reason pitch angle resolved data from the MGS/ER are
considered here. The electron reflectometer has 30 logarith-
mically spaced energy steps from 10 eV to 20 keV. The eight
steps from 10 to 100 eV are all resolved in pitch angle. Pitch
angle data from the remaining 22 steps are averaged over two
adjacent energy steps, for a total of 19 pitch angle resolved
energy bands. In the mapping orbit data considered here the
radii of curvature of electrons for these 19 energy steps in
the magnetic fields encountered are large compared to space-
craft dimensions. We exclude from the analysis data acquired
in the 7 of the 16 angular sectors looking toward the space-
craft. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio at the highest ener-
gies we consider daily average Martian photoelectron fluxes.
[14] Figure 4 presents the pitch angle resolved electron

energy spectra obtained on 20 September 2005 as a function
time. Figures 4a–4e display pitch angle ranges 0–30°,
30–60°, 60–120°, 120–150°, and 150–180°, respectively,
over the energy range from 11 eV to 1 keV. The flux intensity
is encoded using the color bar on the right. A three-step pro-
cess is used to obtain photoelectron spectra from MGS/ER
data obtained from 14 September to 15 December 2005. The
first step is to filter data based on location where they were
acquired. We select spectra obtained only when the solar
zenith angle at the satellite was less than 90°. To focus on pho-
toelectrons produced deeper in the ionosphere and close to the
sunlit satellite, we require that the magnetic declination (i.e.,
angle of the magnetic field from the local horizontal) was
greater than 30° or less than �30°. For the data acquired on
20 September 2005 in the 0–30° pitch angle range 1080
spectra were selected for further processing. For the 30–60°
range it was 1718; for the 60–120° range it was 1979; for
the 120–150° range it was 1531; and for the 150–180° range
it was 934. We corrected for the spacecraft potential using
comparisons of observed energy spectra with those calculated
using a modified GLOW code [Solomon and Qian, 2005, and
references therein] that included CO2 cross sections provided
by Dr. Jane Fox and a neutral atmosphere provided by Dr.
Ian Stewart. As expected we found that the correction for the
spacecraft potential was less than a few volts.
[15] Next, for each day of data, we examined the ratios of

electron fluxes at selected pairs of energy steps to identify
electron data that have characteristic photoelectron flux
energy distributions. Our filter uses the 19 energy steps for
which pitch angle information is available. It is adapted from
filter used by Brain et al. [2007] to identify photoelectron
energy spectra using 30 energy step omnidirectional data.
Figure 5 shows the 1080 electron energy spectra obtained
in the 0–30° pitch angle range on 20 September 2005. One
hundred six of these spectra, shown in orange, passed the
shape filter based on ratios of fluxes at the energies indicated
by the dotted vertical lines. The daily average of the 106

Figure 3. Observed and modeled terrestrial photoelectron
energy spectra from 1 September to 16 October 2005.
Vertical black lines are drawn for 13 and 24 September as
well as 12 October. (a) Daily average of the observed photo-
electron flux encoded using the color bar on the right as a
function of energy. (b) Daily average of the observed photo-
electron power density in five equivalent wavelength bands.
The power density in units of W/m2 is encoded by the color
bar on the right. (c) Relative difference between the observa-
tions shown in Figure 3b and the average as a function of
equivalent wavelength observed over the entire interval
encoded using the color bar on the right. (d) Calculated daily
average photoelectron power density in the same five equiv-
alent wavelength bands used in Figure 3c. The power density
is encoded using the color bar on the right. (e) Relative differ-
ence encoded using the color bar on the right using the obser-
vations seen in Figure 3b and the calculation seen in
Figure 3d. (f) Daily solar F10.7 index.
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selected spectra in the 0–30° range is indicated by the green
line. Data for the four other pitch angle ranges are also
processed in this way.
[16] Examination of several days of data that pass the daily

energy step filter showed that a small number of spectra with
relatively high fluxes in the 20 eV range were passing the 19-
energy-step photoelectron shape filter described above.
These energy spectra represent a mixture of shocked solar
wind and ionospheric photoelectrons. We therefore applied
a third filter on the MGS/ER data to improve separation of
photoelectron spectra and those mixed with shocked solar
wind plasma. Figure 6 presents the 7353 electron spectra
obtained from 14 September to 15 December that passed
the daily shape filter for pitch angles between 0° and 30°.
The third filter uses the distribution of flux intensity at
20 eV in 20 bins. It rejects spectra that are in intensity bins
that contain at least 5% of the spectra with the highest flux
at 20 eV. The fraction rejected depends on the shape of the
intensity distribution. The flux level corresponding to the
intensity bin selected is indicated by the horizontal blue line

in Figure 6. The 6603 spectra that have the flux intensity at
20 eV below the cutoff level are selected for further process-
ing. The green spectra shown in Figure 6 is the average of the
6603 spectra passing the third filter. The same third filter is
applied to data in the other four pitch angle ranges.
[17] To see what, if any, pitch angle variation there is in the

photoelectron energy spectra selected using the process
described above, we examined the scatter of flux values at
selected energies. Figure 7 shows scatterplots of the flux
intensity at 30 eV as a function of altitude. The solid horizontal
lines show the average flux. The pitch angle ranges are color
coded as indicated. Data for the 0–30° range were plotted last
and over plots of data from other pitch angle ranges. Visual
inspection shows that the scatter of the data in the 0–30° range

Figure 4. Pitch angle resolved energy spectra obtained on
20 September 2005 from the MGS/ER instrument. (a–e)
Electron energy spectra as a function of time with the intensity
encoded in units of (cm2 s sr eV)�1 using the color bar on
the right. Figures 4a–4e display pitch angle ranges 0–30°,
30–60°, 60–120°, 120–150°, and 150–180°, respectively, over
the energy range from 10 eV to 1 keV. (f) The solar zenith
angle in degrees at the location where the electron spectra were
obtained. (g) The altitude in kilometers at the location where
the electron spectra were obtained.

Figure 5. Partially filtered MGS/ER electron spectra for 20
September 2005. The 106 electron spectra passing the energy
step filter are shown in orange. The average of these 106 spec-
tra is shown as a solid green line. The solid red line shows the
instrumental background (dominated by penetrating particles).
See text.

Figure 6. The 7353 electron spectra in the 0° to 30° range
passing the daily shape filter between 14 September and 15
December 2005. A third filter, described in the text, selects
6603 for further processing. The selected spectra are shown
in orange. The average of the selected spectra is shown as a
green line. The solid red line is the detection threshold.
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is lower. The observations reported here are made in the alti-
tude range from ~370 to ~430 km, well above the region of
peak photoelectron production. At this altitude there are two
possible geometries for observing photoelectrons: (1) on field
lines with both feet in the ionosphere below (i.e., the trapped
geometry) and (2) on field lines with only one foot in the ion-
osphere (i.e., the open geometry). In the trapped geometry
photoelectrons are observed at both 0° and 180° pitch angles,
i.e., from both the “near” and “far” feet of the field line. In this
geometry the flux of photoelectrons reflected back from the
opposite feet of the field lines is small and decreasing above
~20 eV [Richards and Peterson, 2008]. Since the focus of this
paper is on variations in solar illumination, contributions to the
flux from reflections are not relevant because the reflected
component does not vary strongly with energy.
[18] We note that auroral acceleration has been observed

associated with the closed magnetic field geometry [Bertaux
et al., 2005]. These processes modify the photoelectron
spectra significantly; they are rejected by our filters. There
are many possible reasons for the large scatter of data points
seen in Figure 7. The most probable one is that the procedure
outlined above to select photoelectron spectra is not perfect.
Another reason for relatively more scatter at pitch angles
between 30° and 150° is that the relatively large cross section
for electron scattering on CO2 are magnified by variations in
effective path length at larger pitch angles. For these reasons
the rest of this paper focuses on the Martian 0–30° pitch
angle data.
[19] Figure 8 presents the filtered MGS/ER data from 14

September to October. Figure 8a shows all photoelectron
energy spectra in the 0–30° pitch angle range. The continuity
in time of the data in Figure 8a is an artifact of the display
software. A varying number of photoelectron spectra were
obtained per day as shown in Figure 8d. Figure 8b shows
the daily average photoelectron intensity in the same five
energy bins used in Figure 3 as a function of equivalent
wavelength. Figure 8c shows the relative difference between
the observations shown in Figure 8b and the average as a
function of equivalent wavelength observed over the entire

interval. The relative difference = (observations� average)/
average. If the observations were constant, the relative differ-
ence would be 0 and Figure 8c would be solid green.
[20] Figure 8 shows some, but not all, of the same temporal

and spectral variations of photoelectron intensity seen in
Figure 3c. The data for 5 October appear to be significantly
more intense than those obtained on the adjacent days.
Examination shows that nine photoelectron spectra in the
0–30° pitch angle range passed our filter process, while over
150 were available on the adjacent days.

3. Comparison of Photoelectron Spectra From
Earth and Mars

[21] Figures 3 and 8 illustrate the similarities and differences
between variations seen at Earth and Mars in photoelectron

Figure 7. Scatterplots of the flux intensity at 30 eV as a
function of altitude for the color-coded pitch angle ranges
indicated. The color-coded solid horizontal lines show the
average flux for the indicated pitch angle ranges.

Figure 8. Observed Martian daily photoelectron energy
spectra from 15 September to 16 October 2005 for the time
range shown in Figure 3. No daily average MGS/ER in the
0–30° pitch angle range are available from 1 to14 September.
Vertical black lines are drawn for 13 and 24 September as well
as 12 October. (a) All observed photoelectron flux observations
encoded using the color bar on the right as a function of
energy. (b) Daily average of the observed photoelectron
power density in five equivalent wavelength bands. The
power density in units of W/m2 is encoded by the color
bar on the right. (c) Relative difference between the obser-
vations shown in Figure 8b and the average as a function
of equivalent wavelength observed over the entire interval
encoded using the color bar on the right. (d) Number of
photoelectron spectra included in the daily average. (e) Daily
solar F10.7 index.
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intensity during an interval when the Earth-Mars-Sun angle is
small and there is modest solar activity. Figure 9 presents the
106 Mars MGS/ER filtered photoelectron energy spectra
(orange) and the 96 Earth FAST photoelectron energy spectra
(black) acquired on 20 September 2005. The daily average
FAST spectrum is indicated in red and that for Mars is in
green. The red plus symbols in Figure 9 show the 1 standard
deviation uncertainty in the average Earth flux value based
on the number of counts detected. At energies above ~500 eV

the daily average Earth photoelectron fluxes are below the
instrumental detection threshold. The solid red line at the
bottom is the instrument background of the Mars electron
detector. The observed Martian photoelectron fluxes are well
above background over the energy range displayed.
[22] There is a remarkable difference in the scatter in the

two data sets in Figure 9 at energies above about 100 eV.
This difference arises because the MGS/ER has two select-
able entrance apertures, which cover the same field of view
but differ in their transmission by a factor of 43.5 [Acuña
et al., 1992; Mitchell et al., 2001]. The FAST electron spec-
trometer has a constant geometric factor, which results in
relatively fewer counts at the highest energies. For this reason
Peterson et al. [2009, 2012] use daily average spectra to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio above 25 eV where the
variations in solar EUV and XUV intensity below 30 nm
produce the most variability in photoelectron energy spectra.
[23] The shape of Mars photoelectron energy spectra

reported here depends on details of production and transport
processes and on imperfections in the photoelectron filtering
process described above, which can lead to some solar wind
electron contamination in the selected spectra. The shape of
Earth photoelectron energy spectra depends on the correction
for background and counting statistics. The relative magni-
tudes of photoelectron fluxes observed on Earth and Mars
also depend on solar irradiance. Solar irradiance scales
as 1/R2, where R is the distance from the Sun. On 20
September the irradiance at Earth was 1.97 times more intense
than at Mars. The ratio of photoelectron intensities as a func-
tion of energy shown in Figure 9 is, however, not uniformwith
energy. The ratio is about 3 at 300 eV and increases
nonuniformly to about 7 at 20 eV. Some of this variation can
be attributed to instrumental uncertainties in the FAST data
above about 100 eV. However, differences in production and
transport processes associated with dominant nitrogen-oxygen
atmosphere at Earth and dominant CO2 atmosphere at Mars
must also be considered. Doering et al. [1976] and Lee et al.

Figure 9. Photoelectron spectra acquired on the FAST sat-
ellite at Earth (black) and on the MGS satellite at Mars in the
pitch angle range 0–30° on 20 September 2005. The average
Earth spectrum is shown in red, and the average Mars spec-
trum is shown in green. . The red plus symbols show the 1
standard deviation uncertainty in the average Earth flux value
based on the number of counts detected. The solid red line at
the bottom is the instrument background of the Mars electron
detector. The vertical dotted lines are at 30 and 110 eV as
they are in Figure 6.

Figure 10. Relative difference between photoelectrons in five energy bands observed at Earth (black) and
Mars (orange) and calculated for Earth (green) for 45 days starting on 1 September 2005. The center energy
and equivalent wavelength are shown on the left for each band. The relative difference is the observed/cal-
culated value� average divided by the average. Note that the scale of relative differences is (a) ±4, (b) ±1.5,
and (c–e) ±0.5. The dotted vertical lines appear for 13 and 24 September and 12 October, the days the
features identified in Figure 1 are closest to the center of the Sun’s disk observed from Earth.
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[1980a, 1980b] have documented the variation in the shape of
Earth’s photoelectron energy spectrum as a function of
altitude for solar minimum conditions. Spectral peaks in the
energy distribution from photoionization of the dominant
species by intense HeII at 30.4 nm can be resolved in the pro-
duction region below about 200 km but are significantly
broadened by scattering process when they are observed at
higher altitudes at Earth and Mars [Doering et al., 1976;
Frahm et al., 2007]. The Doering and Lee papers also show
relatively small (compared to the differences between Mars
and Earth spectra seen in Figure 9) changes in the slope of
the photoelectron energy spectrum between 20 and the
100 eV upper limit of the sensitivity of the Atmosphere
Explorer photoelectron spectrometers.
[24] The focus of this paper is not on the energy depen-

dence of photoelectron spectra in different atmospheres.
Rather, it is on the relationships between variations in photo-
electron energy fluxes in limited energy ranges to variations
in solar EUV and XUV irradiance as indicated in spectro-
gram format in Figures 3c and 8c. Figure 10 presents the
relative difference between the observed and average Earth
(black) and Mars (orange) photoelectron power in the five
equivalent wavelength bands used by Peterson et al. [2009,
2012]. The green lines shown in Figure 10 are from the
calculations based on the photoelectron energy spectra calcu-
lated using the FLIP model with solar irradiance input from
the FISMmodel presented above in Figure 3e. Visual inspec-
tion of Figure 10 shows intervals of several days where
the relative differences of photoelectron intensity at Earth
andMars have similar variations over a few days. For example,
the relative differences in the highest energy (3 nm, Figure 10a)
Earth and Mars band from 19 to 29 September are similar.
Also, the relative differences in Earth observations closely
follow calculations based on the FLIP/FISMmodel pair (green
lines) in Figures 10c–10e.
[25] The correlation between the variations in photoelectron

intensity in selected bands measured at Earth and Mars shown
in Figure 10 can be quantified by calculating correlation coef-
ficients. Data from both Earth and Mars are available for 31 of
the 45 days shown in Figure 10. Table 1 presents the correla-
tions coefficients between observations at Earth and various
quantities including observations at Mars. Also shown in
Table 1 are the correlations between variations in the intensity
of photoelectrons at Earth in selected energy bands and the
F10.7, GOES X-ray, and MgII index proxies for solar EUV
and XUV irradiance variability. Because continuous Earth-
based data are available, these correlations are for the full
45 day interval between 1 September and 15 October.

[26] The correlations between photoelectron observations
at Earth and Mars shown in the third column of Table 1 are
weak to moderate. That is, the correlation coefficients are in
the range from 0.2 to 0.6. They vary from a maximum of
0.57 in the 7 nm band to 0.20 in the 13 nm band. The correla-
tions between photoelectron observations at Earth and those
calculated using the FLIP/FISM model pair are, however,
moderate to very strong, varying from a low of 0.4 in the
7 nm band to a high of 0.93 in the 13 nm band. The last three
columns of Table 1 show weak to moderate (0.01 to 0.69)
correlations between observations at Earth and three of
the most common Earth-based proxies for solar EUV and
XUV variations.
[27] The weak to moderate correlation between photoelec-

tron observations at Earth and the F10.7 and MgII index, and
the daily maximum power in the 0.7 nm X-ray flux measured
on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
(NOAA’s) GOES satellites is well known and documented.
See, for example, Chamberlin et al. [2007, 2008]. The FISM
irradiance model [Chamberlin et al., 2007, 2008] uses a vari-
able mix of observations and indices to provide more realistic
solar irradiance spectra. Peterson et al. [2008, 2009, 2012]
have shown that the observed and FLIP/FISMmodeled photo-
electron energy spectra generally agree to within model and
observational uncertainties. Peterson et al. [2012] have shown
that on solar rotation time scales about 30% of the observed
variability in the photoelectron flux intensity is not captured
by the FLIP/FISM or other code/irradiance model pairs
investigated. The moderate to strong correlations shown in
the fourth column of Table 1 are consistent with the results
presented in Peterson et al. [2012].

4. Discussion

[28] Because the photochemistry of the Martian and Earth
ionospheres are not that dissimilar [e.g., Schunk and Nagy,
1980], we can reasonably expect that variations in EUV
and XUV irradiance at Mars cause similar variations in pho-
toelectron intensity at Earth. Furthermore, the variations in
photoelectron intensity at Mars should be correlated to those
at Earth when the same side of the solar disk illuminates both
planets. We have analyzed data for a time interval when the
Earth-Sun-Mars angle is less than 30° and there is moderate
activity on the Sun. Table 1 shows that variations in solar
irradiance proxies and calculations using the FLIP/FISM
model pair are moderately to strongly correlated with varia-
tions in observed photoelectron energy spectra in various
energy bands. In contrast, Figure 10 and Table 1 demonstrate
that there is weak to moderate correlation between variations
in photoelectron intensity in selected energy bands at Earth
detected on the FAST spacecraft and intensity variations in
the photoelectron energy spectra derived from MGS/ER
observations at Mars. This level of correlation means that
variations of solar EUV irradiance incident on Mars can-
not be reliably monitored by the MGS/ER observations
presented above.
[29] At Mars identification of photoelectron spectra is

made by confirming the presence of one or more features in
the electron spectra associated with HeII 30.4 nm emissions,
Auger electrons, and the sharp decrease in solar irradiance
below ~16 nm. As shown in Figures 5 and 6, the filter we
developed to select energy spectra dominated by photoelectrons

Table 1. Correlation Coefficients Between Photoelectron
Observations, and Calculations and EUV/XUV Proxies for the
Interval 1 September to 15 October 2005 for Five Selected
Energy Bands

Band
Center
(nm)

Band
Center
(eV)

Earth-
Mars

Earth-
FLIP/FISM
Calculation

Earth-
F10.7

Earth-
GOES
Max

Earth-MgII
index

3 385 0.43 0.65 0.64 0.32 �0.48
7 156 0.57 0.40 0.69 0.24 �0.65
13 77 0.20 0.93 0.17 �0.03 �0.45
22.5 38 0.34 0.85 �0.01 �0.15 �0.42
38.5 16 0.48 0.76 0.26 �0.06 �0.60
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focuses on pitch angle resolved features associated with
the HeII 30.4 nm emissions and the sharp decrease in solar
irradiance below ~16 nm. Figures 5 and 6 show that electron
energy spectra without the two features are easily identi-
fied. Because solar wind electrons can penetrate quite
deeply into the ionosphere, Martian electron energy spec-
tra with the two pitch angle resolved features could also
include solar wind electrons. We note that the MGS/ER
data presented here were acquired at altitudes between
370 and 440 km.
[30] The analysis and modeling work of Frahm et al.

[2007], Liemohn et al. [2003], and others show that identify-
ing photoelectron spectra in electron energy spectra obtained
at Mars depends strongly on the altitude of data acquisition,
the energy resolution of the detector, and the availability of
pitch angle resolved energy spectra. Frahm et al. [2007] used
photoelectron energy spectra obtained over a larger altitude
range (250–10,000 km) from Mars Express (MEX). They
have shown that, except at the lowest altitudes sampled, pho-
toelectron energy spectra are not detected on every orbit.
Liemohn et al. [2003] have developed a pitch angle depen-
dent photoelectron production and transport code. They have
identified regions of closed magnetic fields in the MGS/ER
data and shown that MGS/ER electron energy and pitch
angle observations agreed well with the calculations, consid-
ering the uncertainties in the Mars neutral atmosphere and
solar irradiance. Their analysis also shows that the most sen-
sitive model/data comparisons are possible when considering
nearly magnetic field-aligned observations.
[31] We conclude that it is not possible to adequately sep-

arate photoelectrons and solar wind electrons in the electron
spectra obtained by MGS/ER to be able to use them as a
monitor of solar variability. The data do not have enough
pitch angle resolved energy resolution and are not obtained
at low enough altitudes. The MGS/ER data have two pitch
angle resolved energy steps in the 20–30 eV region specific
to the HeII 30.4 nm emissions and one pitch angle resolved
energy step in the 60–70 eV region specific to the sharp
dropoff in solar irradiance below 16 nm. The filters we have
discussed above are not ideal because they have necessarily
had to include energy steps outside of the optimal ranges
and are obtained well above 250 km where Frahm et al.
[2007] have found distinct HeII 30.4 nm features in MEX
electron spectra on almost every orbit. The Mars electron
data passing through our filters thus contain an unknown
and variable fraction of solar wind electrons, which is
reflected in the weak to moderate correlation with Earth
observations shown in Table 1.

5. Conclusion

[32] At Earth photoelectron intensity in selected bands
correlates well with calculations based on the FISM model,
which is based on observations supplemented by a solar
model in the 0–27 nm range. We find that limitations to the
identifications of photoelectron energy spectra in MGS/ER
data preclude their use as a more reliable monitor of solar
EUV and XUV variability. However, observations obtained
at lower altitudes, closer to the peak photoelectron production
region, might allow the separation of the solar wind and iono-
spheric components of electron energy spectra so that they
could be used as a more reliable model for variations in solar

EUV and XUV irradiance than the time-shifted, Earth-based,
F10.7 index currently used. Such higher energy resolution pitch
angle resolved observations below 250km will soon be avail-
able on NASA’s Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution
Mission (MAVEN, http://lasp.colorado.edu/home/maven/) to
be launched in late 2013. MAVEN will also carry a solar
EUV irradiance monitor providing a direct measure of the
solar input in order to validate this relationship. The lack of
a magnetometer precludes use of the technique described here
for electrons detected on the Mars Express spacecraft [Frahm
et al., 2007].
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